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First nine months 2023 trading update
BAM reports €199 million adjusted EBITDA in first nine months 
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Disclaimer

• This presentation contains ‘forward-looking statements’, based on currently available plans and 

forecasts. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they 

relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future, and 

BAM cannot guarantee the accuracy and completeness of forward-looking statements.

• These risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, factors affecting the realisation of 

ambitions and financial expectations, exceptional income and expense items, operational 

developments and trading conditions, economic, political and foreign exchange developments and 

changes to IFRS reporting rules.

• BAM’s outlook, in line with these forward-looking statements, merely reflects expectations of future 

results or financial performance and BAM does not make any representation or warranty in that 

respect. Statements of a forward-looking nature issued by the company must always be assessed 

in the context of the events, risks and uncertainties of the markets and environments in which 

BAM operates. These factors could lead to actual results being materially different from those 

expected, and BAM does not undertake to publicly update or revise any of these forward-looking 

statements.
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• Stable revenue in both Netherlands and United Kingdom & Ireland divisions; 

• Adjusted EBITDA of €199 million in first nine months (adjusted EBITDA margin of 4.4%); 

• Adjusted EBITDA of €80 million in third quarter versus €99 million in the comparable period 

last year, which included €52 million book profit on the Wayss & Freytag transaction; 

• Cash position of €0.5 billion, capital ratio improved to 23.6% (mid-year 2023: 22.3%);

• Order book remained at good level of €9.4 billion (mid-year 2023: €9.5 billion);

• BAM expects to deliver an adjusted EBITDA margin of approximately 4.5 per cent for the 

full-year 2023.

BAM reports €199 million adjusted EBITDA in first nine months 

Key points first nine months 2023
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